If you ask most health professionals why they do what they do, they invariably speak of being of service. And being of service, for population health workers, becomes ever more meaningful as our work touches ever more lives. To wit, "Kaizen," a Japanese term meaning "change for better," sits shoulder to shoulder with our life's purpose. Health promotion professionals are high performers getting great results but we need to start working on our work. What would it take to increase our impact by 50%? And when we change our processes to accomplish that, what would we change next to get another 50% improvement? Only by stepping back and examining our processes can we see the time and motion required to make what's working now work better and be more accessible to more people next time.
The health promotion field really needs to change! Such a declarative statement about the need to change might cause some readers to brace for a critique about what our profession is getting wrong. Unfettered social media can have that affect, I know. So let me emphasize up front in this editorial that my call for change is an exhortation, not an admonition. Before I explain why I feel passionate about the need for improvement in our field, I should come clean about a related bias. I work every day with health educators doing great things. I'm proud to have worked for nearly 40 years in a profession that has matured well beyond what I imagined it could become in effectiveness, impact, and stature. When I first worked in health promotion, workplace-based health promotion services such as free screenings or health coaching were only available to executives, smoking policies were a radical idea, school lunches were uniformly abominable, and community bike paths and gardens were a rarity. Mid-career, I worked in Africa where HIV/AIDS was rampant, and in the United States, our Surgeon General, Dr C. Everett Koop, was vilified by many for delivering AIDS education.
1 I could go on interminably about how far we've come. Now employee wellness initiatives are commonplace; highly trained health educators and grassroots champions are cocreating workplace initiatives that strive to meet the needs of all employees and are built on an impressive and growing evidence base of best practices. What's more, health and well-being improvement efforts are getting broader and more ambitious every year. Everyone from the C-suite to the shop floor is leading ever more fulsome workplace, school, and community initiatives intent on moving bold metrics such as engagement, culture, and the built environment, as well as health, happiness, and enjoying a more purposeful life. The health promotion field has never been better! That's why we need to change. Best practices are best when they're used far and wide, and our profession's reach, relative to the magnitude of the health and well-being needs of those we serve, is dramatically undersized.
If you ask most health professionals why they do what they do, they invariably speak of being of service. And being of service, for population health workers, becomes ever more meaningful as our work touches ever more lives. To wit, "Kaizen," a Japanese term meaning "change for better," sits shoulder to shoulder with our life's purpose.
What Is Our "Standard Work?"
The story of one of the most extraordinary social and economic transformations in the world is a story of a professional field that was doing great, but that really needed to change. The automobile was invented in the late 1800s and was perfected in Germany and France. The design and performance of cars was fundamentally sound, but given the cost to produce a car, driving was out of reach for all but the very wealthy. Henry Ford designed the Model T based on best practices at that time, but it was his passion for improving production processes that led to nearly universal access to driving. In 1899, it took nearly 500 companies to produce 2500 cars.
2 First came the "standardization" of materials and parts in the United States, and by 1913, America produced 485 000 of the 606 000 produced worldwide. Ford's mass production plant was built that year and his mass assembly line came on in 1913 reducing the price of cars from $575 in 1912 to $290 by 1927. More astoundingly, Ford sold 15 million Model T's before it was replaced in production. 3 I have previously described the leadership that is needed to embark on such industrial strength continuous quality improvement (CQI). 4 Most "Kaizen events" start with 1 simple question alongside 1 audacious Ford-esque idea. First, what is the current process? As Ford and his CQI quality guru successors like W. Edwards Deming have taught us, the very essence of quality starts with a process that enables a product or service to be delivered the same way, hopefully a great way, with everyone doing it that way every time. 5 The audacious idea that launches each process improvement event is "what do we need to do differently to improve this process by 50%?" That is, how can I produce the same result in half the time, or how can I increase the value of this service by 50% without increasing the cost? Ford's amazing achievement was that of vastly increasing production while at the same time dramatically reducing costs such that cars became a commodity for the masses. We are all hoping, of course, that our smart phones will continue to follow suit. And what of the products and services delivered by the health promotion profession?
Working on Your Work I've served as an executive and board member accountable for the results of several organizations, and I've coached many high-performing teams who love staying focused on producing great work. This results orientation, paradoxically, explains why high performers are so reluctant to allow themselves time to examine their work processes. After all, time not doing the work is production time lost. But such resistance to making time for change is paradoxical because time spent on process improvement is precisely what's needed for teams to transform great results into greater, more widespread impact. A book Deming most recommended to counter this thinking was Lewis's "Mind and the World Order."
6 Caution, it's not a casual read. This is where I believe we now reside as a profession. We're high performers getting great results, but we need to start working on our work. What would it take to increase our impact by 50%? And when we change our processes to accomplish that, what would we change next to get another 50% improvement? Only by stepping back and examining our processes can we see the time and motion required to make what's working now work better and to be more accessible to more people next time.
Where should we start? As above, pick a product or service you think you do best and ask "what is our process?" Do we truly make or deliver this service, that is, health coaching, the same way, by all of our coaches, every time? If you can't show me your process, preferably visibly, I wouldn't expect quality. Deming believed such processes flow from, and support, a theory of knowledge. 7 As much as I've cast a frame for CQI that underscores our field's progress and emphasizes making what's good better, I'm no Pollyanna when it comes to needed change. Like any field we suffer from defects, so organizing Kaizen events around reducing errors is another place to start. Again, we'd pick a 50% error reduction target for starters. For example, if your health coaches are expected to do a 2-question depression assessment for all participants with a newly diagnosed chronic condition, a records review showing some percentage of coaches are missing such an opportunity would be considered a defect in your process. I will write more about a vision of eliminating "never events" 8 in health promotion in future editorials. By way of preview I'd ask you to think about this: What is the health promotion profession's equivalent to a surgeon cutting off the wrong limb in a scheduled amputation?
If you truly embrace a Kaizen philosophy, you live with the sobering reality that quality ultimately resides with leaders and their capacity to motivate and support continuous change.
Early in my career I managed a hypertension management clinic, and our team was deeply ensconced in training clinical providers the right way to take a valid and reliable blood pressure. This includes common sense steps such as rolling up sleeves, allowing for a minute of rest, uncrossing legs, and taking 2 measurements. 9 I know this training is common place so that makes me all the more bemused that the evidence, and my 30 years of personal observations, tells me that getting a good quality blood pressure reading is totally hit-and-miss. 10 I routinely commend those clinicians who have taken my blood pressure correctly, but I seldom criticize those who don't. Why? My experience tells me in the absence of a commitment by themselves or their organization to assess, measure, and intentionally work on their processes, transient complaining is a waste of time. And wasting time is antithetical to quality.
Soaring With Our Strengths
Why do I favor starting with improving processes that are already great rather than beginning with a process fraught with errors? One of the CQI tenets I've subscribed to as an organizational leader is that there are no "bad apple" employees, only bad processes. If you truly embrace this philosophy, you live with the sobering reality that quality ultimately resides with leaders and their capacity to motivate and support continuous change. You simply can't do this with admonitions. Change, by nature, is already hard. Starting with "let's soar with our strengths" simply seems more inspiring to me than "let's stop screwing up." Teddy Roosevelt said "complaining about a problem without posing a solution is called whining." 11 It's a quote that also reminds me why I've not thought of angry bloggers who target health promotion professionals as bullies. Though they relish trolling for bad apples, their scolding is toothless, more the stuff of chronic whiners. Conversely, and to paraphrase Bill Clinton, there is nothing about what's wrong with health promotion that can't be fixed by what's right in health promotion.
Every organization with a health promotion mission will likely have a different quality improvement agenda when it comes to improving their processes. After all, the aims of each organization vary in their health and well-being priorities, so their metrics for success will vary as will their processes for achieving their goals. If we were to select the processes that we do especially well as a health promotion profession, that we want everyone in our field to do the same way, what would those be? Delivering high-quality health education planning (abetted by a scorecard), program evaluation, health screening, and health coaching are examples of processes based more on science than art. Health promotion deliverables that have a solid evidence base are those best suited to "standard work" processes. For formally trained health promotion professionals and leading organizations delivering health promotion products and services, standard work is work where their processes are mapped out. 12 Nevertheless, I expect some organizations really soar with impact in these areas where others could benefit from catching up with the leaders.
To paraphrase Bill Clinton, there is nothing about what's wrong with health promotion that can't be fixed by what's right in health promotion.
Journals such as the American Journal of Health Promotion need to play an intentional role in disseminating articles that feature processes that produce the best outcomes. Moreover, it behooves those of us interested in continuous good change to press our profession's leaders to be generous about sharing processes that work best and transparent about processes that aren't achieving intended results. Our profession has extraordinary expertise in supporting good change. Now is the right time for us to put these skills to work in changing the health promotion field for the greater good.
